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The Origin andResolutiono.f Ambiguities in CausalArguments

Johande Kleer
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The causalargumentsthatpeople typically use to explain the behaviorof physicalsystemscontain
ambiguitiesandhiddenassumptionswhich result from imposinga particularpointof view on. thebehavior
of the system. The causality of such an argumentis an artifact of imposing this point of view. Usually
thereexistotherequally “valid” but conflicting argumentsbasedon the sameevidence. The inherentlocal
natureof causalargumentsmakesit impossible for them to capturethemoreglobal effectsthat areneeded
to resolvetheseambiguities. However, their local naturemakescausalargumentscomputationallysimple to
construct. This paper discussestheseideas in the context of electronicsafter first presentinga general
theoryof causalarguments. The causalrules that electricalengineersappearto use to reasonaboutcircuits
are presented,and their use in constructingcausal argumentsfor circuit behavior is discussed.

Introduction

This researchattemptsto articulate the natureof the
causalargumentswhich are so prevalentin humanexplanations
of physicalphenomenon. In particular,this paperis concerned
with exploring “mechanism-like”explanationsfor the behaviors
of physicalsystems. Although mechanisticor causalarguments

• arc ubiquitous, their structure and generation is rarely
~ •~forrnalized.Both the knowledgeand its associatedcalculusis

usually tacit: thereexistsa sharedbody of common knowledge
• which is referred to when. analyzing. explaining and

understandingphysical systems. Thus, this researchcan be
•viewed asarticulating the lacit calculususedto understandand

• discover causal arguments.

• This kind of researchcan have impact on education,
cognitive science,andartificial intelligence. This tacit calculus
is part of what we are really trying to communicatein the
classroom. If we understoodit better this educationprocess

•couldbe mademoreefficient. Furthermore,a formal modelof
the informal tacit calculus provides the foundations for
computer-basedinstructional systems[Brown, Collins & Harris
781. From a cognitive scienceperspective,causalreasoningis
an instanceof a moregeneral type of reasoningaboutphysical
systems,namely envisioning ide Kleer 77]. The study of causal
reasoningprovidesanotherset of distinctions that helpsclarify
envisioning. This common sensetacit calculusis exactly what
most modernproblem solving systemshavebeenlacking, and
thusa betterunderstandingof the tacit calculi canleadto more
robust knowledge basedsystems.

In NEWTON [de Kleer 7~] an initial theory of
envisioning was developed which f~isedon a kind of
qualitative simulation of the physicaT. system of ‘the roller-
coaster. An exampleof a problem NEVVTON could dealwith
was:

Figure 1 Will thecart reachX?

NEWTON approachesthis problemby simulating the behavior
of the cart utilizing only a few qualitative featuressuchas the
concavityof the surfacesandthe direction of the velocity of the
cart: “The cart rolls down the track and starts rolling up the
insideof the loop. At this point it may roll backandoscillate.
As it approachesthe top of the loop it may fall ofC.,” Since
the specific values of the initial velocity and heightsof the
roller-coaster are not taken into account, the qualitative
simulation can~iotresolvethe two critical ambiguities:(1) wilt
the cart oscillate, (2) will the cart fall off. In order to resolve
the. ambiguities NEWTON analyzes their underlying
assumptionsand uses this information to reformulate the
qualitative problem as quantitative one for subsequent
quantitativeanalysis. For example, if the cart reachesX and
doesnot oscillate,it must be assumedthat the velocity did not
go to zero. This assumption then guides the quantitative
analysistolook at the velocity of thecart on the initial segment
of the loop. After these ambiguitieshavebeenresolved, the
behavior of the loop-the-loop system of Figure 1 can be
correctly simulated. The original qualitative simulationof the
envisioning could not resolvethe ambiguitiesand thushad to
considerall the alternatives,which quantitativeanalysishad to
later resolve. Therefore,envisioning can be viewed as the
constructionof a spaceof possiblesimulationswhich someother

•knowledge has to distinguish among.

A goal • for this research is to develop a more
sophisticated theory of envisioning. One,of the serious
problems that arises in extending the theory is that the
behavior of more complex physical systems is typically
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•determinedby a large collection of simultaneousconstraints.
For such systems,the fundamentaldifficulty is to determine
what eventsare causingwhich others,unlike the roller-coaster
‘domain wheretheonly difficulties arisefrom the imprecisionof
the qualitative nature of the simulation. Since the primary
source of ambiguitiesarises from potential ambiguitiesfor the
causesof events, envisioning for constraint systemsis called
causal reasoning. As we shall see the two difficulties in’
articulating this tacit calculusare: (1) the notion of causality
that peopleappearto use to reasonaboutconstraintsystemsis

• mythical and bearslittle resemblanceto what is actually the
case, and (2) the resulting causal arguments are often
rationalizations, since the ambiguities are resolvedempirically
rather‘than analytically.

Electronic circuits provide a rich domain to explore
these issuessince they are excellent examplesof constraint

• ‘ Systems(all of the network laws are expressedas constraints),
• yet humanshave extensiveexperiencein dealing with them.

‘Therefore after the general theory of causal reasoning is
• ‘ , presentedin the next sectionsa causal reasonerfor electronic

‘circuits will be developed.

• ‘ ‘The use of this common sensetacit calculusleads to
more ‘: powerful artificial intelligence programs. . Causal

•explanations describe how the behaviors of the individual
constituentscontributeto the overall behaviorof the system.

• ‘This knowledgeis important for understanding,designingand
troubleshootingdesignedsystems. For.example,in the caseof

• ~electroniccircuits a‘completealgebraicanalysisof even simple
circuits can be computationallyprohibitive, but knowledgeof
how the individual componentscontribute to the circuit’s
compositebehaviorcan significantly improve the efficiency of

• ‘ ‘ the analysis [dé Kleer & Sussmán78]. For example, an
• integratedcircuit operationalamplifier containsa largenumber

Of transistors,but few of them“are situatedon the main signal
• ‘;path. For many calculations, ‘the effect of these auxiliary -

• ‘transistorson the signal can be ignored or accountedfor by
• • much simpler transistormodels. The use of these simpler
• models significantly reducesthe complexity of the algebraic

• analysis.’

The causalexplanationidentifies which transistors.are
crucial to the behavior and which are not. Causal reasoning
also plays a fundamental role in identifying the faults

• responsiblefor symptomaticbehaviorand in localizing faults at
a shallowerlevel of detail before enteringthe more expensive

• deepanalysis[Brown 76J [de Kleer 76]. Early designs can be
~heckedto seewhetherthey haveany hopeof’ achievingtheir
desired behavior, and the sections which are critical to the
desired behavior can be identified for special attention

[McDermott 76]. ‘

Thisresearchdiffers ‘from relatedwork by Freiling [77)
and Rieger & Grinberg [77] by focusing on the distinction
betweenthephysical systemthat manifest~the behaviorand the
abstractmechanismby which thesystemachievesthat behavior.
JUeger’s theory has no representationof the system that his

cause-effectdiagramis a descriptionof. In my approachcausal
reasoningis, in effect, a method to constructa descriptionof
the abstract mechanismfrom the descriptionof the physical
system. This approachhas a methodologicalad’iantageover
Rieger’s since it eliminatesmuch of the arbitrarinessfrom the
representationof any particular mechanism. The current
researchhasnot progressedto the point that it is capableof
producing CSA-like description of the mechanism;this is a
logical next step. In [de Kleer 79] the theorj of causal
reasoningoutlinedbelow is usedas the basis for a recognizer,
QUAL, which takes a description a circuit and producesa
descriptionof themechanismby which the circuit achievesits
behavior. ‘

Theory

The general form of a “mechanistic” argumentIs a
sequenceof eventsoccurringin the functioningof thephysical
system where each event can be causally related to events
earlierin the sequence. Eachevent is an assertionaboutsome
behavioral parameterof some constituentof the system(e.g.
velocity at a point or’ current through a terminal). The
sequentialargumentalways readsas if it is temporallyordered.

V0

“... An increasein v1 augmentsthe forward bias on the.emitter
junction of the first transistor,therebycausingan incremental
increase in the collector current, i~ of that transistor.
Consequentlyboth the collector-to-groundvoltage v

1
, of the

first transistor,and the base-to-groundvoltage~of the second
transistorv3, decrease. The secondtransistor operatesas an
emitter follower which has an additional load resistor on the
collector. Therefore,there is an decreasein the emitter-to-
groundvoltage v2. Thisdecreasein v2 causesthe forward bias
at theemitter of the first transistorto increaseeven more than
would occur as a consequenceof the initial increasein
alone • [Harris et.al. 66, p.68J ‘ , •: , ‘

A causalargumentconsistsof a sequenceof assertions
about system constituents each of which hold as the
consequenceof previousassertions. in’ acausalargument, A is
a consequenceof B meansA is caused\byB. The causal
argument~”...An increasein v1 augmentsthe forward bias on

vcc

Rc~

‘RE.

Figure 2 : The SchmittTrigger
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explanationof how complex systemswork.
the emitter junction of the first transistor, therebycausingan
incremental increasein the collectorcurrent,...”,is a sequence
of two assertions:vj increases,jC; increases.Thesearethe two
eventsof this causal argument.’ The deductionof one event
from anotheris determinedby the causal rules of the device
models. In theaboveexamplethemodel for the first transistor
is one in which increasedemitter potential causesincreased
collector current.

The causalargumentmakesreferenceto an underlying
devicetopology which describesthe system’sconstituentsand’all
possibleinteractionsbetween them. Eachevent of a causal

‘argumentis an assertionconcerningsomeconstituent,and its
antecedentsrefer to other eventsaboutconstituentswhich are
adjacentin the device topology. This is a consequenceof the
locdl natureof the causalmodels. A particularcausalargument

•selectsonly a subsetof the device topology as the information
bearingconnections.‘This subsetis calledthe causal topology.

The local natureof the rules is the sourceof much of
the power of causal arguments, as • well as sorrie of the
problems. It ensuresthat every constituent(e.g. transistor,

“resistor, etc.) of a given type can be modeled the sameway
without regard to its surroundingconstituents. Thereforethe
numberof causalmodelsis very small. This ensuresthat at
least:one and often many causaltopologiescan be constructed
for any ,system constructedout of known constituents.

The potential ambiguities in a causalargumentstern
frpm (1) the qualitativenatureof the rules,(2) the local nature
of the rules, and (3) the inability to distinguishbetween the
causesand effects among the events. Although the Schmitt
trigger is inherently a constraint system and roller-coaster
appears to he inherently sequential, the forms of the
mechanisticargumentswhich explain ,their behavior are very

similar. This was achievedby the engineerimposinga mythical
‘causalityon the behaviorof thesystemwhich then admitteda
temporal sequential argument,

The explanationfor the Schmitt trigger madeanumber
‘of unsubstantiatedassumptionsaside from the choice of
transistormodels. Why doesthe v1 incrementappearacrossQ1
instead of RE? Why does the voltage v1 drop since Q2’s
turningoff shouldraiseit? Why is the currentcontributedby

Q2’s turning off more than the current taken by Q1’s turning
on? Thereare many values for the parametersfor which the
circuit cannot function at all. The arguments are only
rationalizationsof the~observedbehavior (observedby actual
measurementsor statedin the textbook).This does not detract
from the usefulnessof the explanations: no ,explanationever

..accounts.for’every detail of the behavior. The usefulnessof an
explanation does not dependon how completeor correctit is,
but whether the explanationis sufficient for the purposesit is
applied to. OnC of the aims of this rcscarthis a taxonomy of
different types of rationalization and ‘when they are useful.
With such a taxonomy, for example. we can hope to make
some progress in the area of automatic summarizationand

All of theseambiguitiescanbe traced to assumptions
madeby the local rules. In order to see this, the discovery, or
generation,of causalargumentsmust be consideredin more
detail,

GeneratingCausal Arguments

The apparenttemporalorder of the eventsof a causal
argumentallows it to be viewed as the description of a
simulation of the system’s behavior. This simulation can be
easily repeatedby applying thecausalmodelsto theunderlying
causaltopology of the argument The method for originally
discoveringa causalargumentis also a simulatiori but without
the knowledge of this causal topology. This generation
simulationsplits at every point wherethe device topology leads
to different causaltopologiestherebyproducinga collection of
different causal argumentseach with its own distinct set of
underlying assumptions. The samecausalmodelsare used in
theresulting causalargumentas in the generationprocess.This
is a strongerlocality claim than madein the previoussection
since it statesthat the models used for the discoveryof the
original argumentc’an only refer to information local in the
device,topology. This is surprisingsince one would expectthat
the generationsimulationwould requiremore detailedmodels.

This simulationmethodof generatingcausalarguments
is computationallyquite simple. The finite device topology
ensuresthatthe simulationmust terminate,andthe local nature
of thedevicemodelsmakesthe simulationof devicessimple, as
well as ensuring. that every system constructed from the
modeleddevicescan be analyzed. (The generationsimulation
can be comparedwith conventional forward deduction,except
that the deductionsare severelylimited by the devicetopology
and that there is no negation.) ‘ ,

In order.to construct a causal reasonerfor a given
domain three issues have to be addressed: .

(1) What is the device topology?
(2) What, are the, rules of the device models?
(3) What are thepossibleassumptions,andhowshould theybe
dealt with?
The remainderof thispaperexploresthesethreeissuesin the
context of electronics. . ‘

In electronics,unlike most physical systems,the device
topology can be determineddirectly ‘from a circuit schematic.
The choice of electronics as a domain to explore causal
reasoningsimplifies this first issue,considerably. As themodels
are presenteda number of different assumption types will
becomeevident,but all the types of assumptionsaredealt with
in the same way. ‘

Device Models for Electronics ‘ ‘

The classicalengineeringmodelsthat areusedto model
the behavior of electrical devices are widely agreed upon.
However, the causal qualitative models thaNpeople use to’ ,.. -

reasonaboutcircuits arenot. in fact, thesequalitative models
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are rarely articulated, even though the tacit models that
underlie people’s arguments appear to be very similar, .The~
following discussionglossesover the difficulties of ‘identif~ring
theseheretoforetacit models. Fora moredetaileddiscussionof
how these models were arrived at and alternative modelssee
[de Kleer 79].

The causalexplanation of how a circuit works is a
qualitative descriptionof the equilibrating processthat’ ensues
when signals are applied to the circuit. The behaviorof the
Schmitt trigger was describedin this way. This will be called
incremental qualitative (IQ) analysis. Since most circuits are
designedto dealwith changinginput signals,it is not surprising
that the main purpose of most circuits is achieved
incrementally. For example,an amplifiermustamplif~rchanges
in its input, digital circuits must switch their internal’ statesas
applied signals change, and power-supplies must provide
constant current or voltage in the face of changingloads and
power sources. ‘ , ‘ . ‘

Incrementalqualitative argumentsrarely needto refer
to morethan the sign of thederivative which indicateswhether
the signal is, increasingor decreasing.This requiresan algebra
of four values: “t” signal is increasing, “0” signal is not
changing,“4” signal is decreasing,and “‘i” signal is unknown.
The arithmetic of this,algebra is very simple:

x 4 0 ?
y:
4 44 ? ?
0 4 0 t

t’ ‘ ? ‘~ : ?

? ? ?

Table 1 : x + y

‘Only addition and subtractionare important, and no other
operations are ever used. ‘

‘The approachfor constructing the models is to start
‘with the classical constraint models, and reformulate them
preserving only the sign of the derivatives of the variables.
Ohm’s law has a particularly simple formulation:

V~iR ~y4z~~

Figure 3: Ohm’sLaw for Resistors

• ‘ a~refers to the sign of the derivative of x~currents are
defined to flow into devices away from nodes. Kirchoffs
Current Law (KCL) applies tocomponer.tssoThat the current

into #1 is equalandoppositethecurrentthrough terminal #2.

The IQ model for Ohm’s law is:

av<~>ai
The rule specifiesthat the derivativeof the currentmustbeof
the samesign as the derivativeof the voltage. Sincetheresistor
has no preferred causal flow direction this rule must be
bilateral. This action is specified by the “< =>“ operator.

The behaviorof nonlineardevicescanbemodeledby a
smallnumberof linearregions,or states. Sincethecorrectstate
cannotbedeterminedwhena nonlineardeviceis first examined
by the simulation, the use of a causalrule for any statecan
only be madeunderthe assumptionthatthe deviceis operating
within that particular region.

Figure 4 :. Transistor

on : av =>‘ aic, av => -aie. ?v ~> aib
off ‘: aib = 0, ~ = 0, a~ 0
satUrated aic = 0’ .:. .‘: ‘ -‘

The “= >‘ action indicatesa unidirectionalcausality,
and the “=“ action indicatesthat thecircuit quantity is fixed at
that constant value. Applied input signalscan also causethe
transistor’ to change’ its region ‘of operation to anotherstate.
Thesepossible statetransitionsrequire ‘additional rules which
make diffurentkinds of assumptions. However, thesewill not
be discussedhere. , ,

We now haveenough rules to, analyze some simple
• - . circuits’: .‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

Figure 5 : Simple Inverter

The following causal argumentis generated.for this
circuit (assuming the transistor is on):

Input voltage goes up (Given)
Collector current increases (Transistor rule)
Current through the resistor increases (KCL)
Voltage ac,ross the resistor increases (Resistor
rule) ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘

Voltage at Qutput decreases (KVL) -

In order to generate the causal argument the conventional

If Q is
If Q is
If’Q is

ouTPuT
ijfV’.1T -~~:•‘~•••~‘~~••>

+
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KirchOff’s Laws were utilized. Kirchoff’s current law (KCL)
specifiesthat the current flowing into any nodeor device is
zero. Since thereareonly two devicesconnectedto theoutput
node, KCL statesthat the current flowing out of the collector
equalsthe currentflowing into the resistor. Kirchoffs voltage
law (KVL) specifiesthat the voltage aroundany loop is zero.
Since, the supply voltage is unchanging,KVL states that the
voltagechangeacrossthe resistor mustbe equal andopposite
the voltage across the transistor.

Heuristic Rules

The’ rules discussedso far are sufficient to deal with
many circuits. The only assumptionsthat are made involve
state’choicesand thereforeevery causalargumentthat makes
the correct state choices is guaranteed to be valid.
Unfortunately, most circuits cannotbe completely analyzed.
One suchcaseoccurs when a’ transistor’s collector is connected.
to ‘a : number of circuit fragments:

Figure6 : An UnanalyzableCircuit Fragment

An increasedbasevoltagecausesan increasedcollector
current. Since thereare a numberof devicesconnectedto the
collector node, the current through these devices cannot be
determined. Furthermore, the transistormodel provides no’:
information about the voltage at the collect& node~Thus the
simulation haltswith the’ voltage andcurrentsat the node left
‘unassigned. In quantitativeanalysisthis would ‘be, a point at
whi~hto iniroduce- a ‘variable.,[Stallman &‘ .Sussrnan .77].

This situation arises quite commonly in engineer’s
analyses.The methodfor dealing with it canbesummarizedin
oneheuristic: ‘the (IQ) ~alueof ihe potential at the node(the
voltagewith -respect to grQund~is oppositeto the (10 valueof
the current drawnfrom the node. An instance of this heuristic
is: “The increasingcurrentpulls down the node.” In theabove
circuit fragment,’ the increased collector current causes the
voltage at the collector node to drop. This heuristic rule is
makes the assumption that the circuit around the node is
behaving as a positive resistance. This assumptioncan be
violated.

A secondunanalyzablecircuit Fragment occurs at the
input: of the Schmitt trigger:

INP~i-

‘RE

Figure7 : SchmittTrigger Input

The input signal is applied betweenthe baseof the
transistorand ground (i.e. acrossboth the transistorand the
resistor). Since this voltage does not appear across any
componentin isolation, no causalargumentis discoveredfor
thebehaviorof this circuit. A secondheuristic is used to deal
with this case:whenevera voltageis discàveredbetweena device
terminal and ground this valueis applieddirectly to the device.
This heuristic assumesthat the first signal discoveredat the
input of some device dominates the signals at the other
terminals.

The first heuristicis called the KCL-heuristic. and the
secondthe KVL-heuristic. Thesetwo heuristicscombinedwith
the device rules are sufficient‘to explain the behaviorof most
circuits. The central remaining difficulty is that this causal
calculusdoesnot necessarilyascribe a unique behaviorto the
circuit being analyzed. These ambiguities result from
assumptionsmade by the heuristic, rules. The assumptions
come from three different sources:
(1)’ The. nonlinear nature of the devices. .

(2) Transitions between the linear states.
(3) KcL- and KVL”heuristics. ‘

Ambiguities and Assumptions ‘ ‘ ‘

A secondphaseof the analysis‘considers the different.
possiblecausal arguments(ambiguities in the, behavior) that a
circuit can have in order to determinewhich assumptionsare

‘relevant. ‘in order to do this’ eacheventof a causalargument
is tagged with the assumptions that were made,in the
simulation to get to it. This tagging is illustrated by the
following ‘more formal descriptionof the causalargumentfor
theSchmitt trigger. Each voltageor currentis. describedby a
short descriptor, a value, a list of assumptions,and a
justification. Theassumptionlist is enclosedwithin’ “(...>“.

An assumption concerning a device’s state is described as
(<device’> <state>),a KCL-heuristicassumptionis described
as [< terminal> <device >1, and a KVL-heuristic assumption
is described as [<device> <terminal>].

(VOLTAGE iNPUT GROUND) = 4
Premise.

(VOLTAGE Bi El) 4 , <[01 B]>
KVL-heuristic [01 B] ,

(CURRENT C Qi) = 4 <(01 ON) [01 B]>’
av => ate for 01

(VOLTAGE Cl GROUND)= r
KCL-heuris’tic [C 01]’
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These‘assumptionsplay a critical role in two rather complex
‘kinds of qualitative reasoning, which are presented next.

Points of View

This section and the next contain a very brief
‘discussion of the roles of interpretationsand teleology. ‘Both
involve surprisingsubtleandcomplex issueswhich are difficult
to presentin the space available. See [de Kleer 79] for a
detailed presentation.

A collection of assumptionscan definea point of view
on the behaviorof the circuit Each different collection of
assumptionssuggestsa different way in which the circuit can
work by selectinga differentset of eventswhich dependon the.
assumptions.Therea numberof conditionsthat a collectionof
assumptionsmust satisfybeforeit canbe reasonablyconsidered
a point of view. Forthis.reasonthe notion of interpretationis
introduced. An interpretationof a circuit’s behavior is a
collection of assumptionswhich:
(1) is noncontradictory doesnot selectcontradictoryevents
(2) is maximal every eventthat canbe addedmustbe added
(3) justifies heuristics all the assumedpositive resistances
must behave as such
-Thesethreeconditionsrule out’ most collectionsof assumptions,
and the remaining interpretationsare very few (never more

‘than twice the numberof transistorsin thecircuit). ‘Often there
is only one interpretation. ,

The Role of Teleology

Every interpretation prod~ b~’~thisproced~i~”’
descnbesa behaviorthat couldbe valid for someassignmentof
circuit parameters(i.e. specific resistances,gains, powersupply
voltages. etc.). The . interpretations can usually be
disainbiguatedby appealingto the teleology of the circuit.
Sincecircuitg á~designedart~acts‘-~ .s~te~swhosebehavior,is.’
to achievesomeparticularpurpose~‘ they havea teleology. By

• knowing the purposeof the device the interpretation’whose
behavioris consistentwith this purposecanbe selectedas the
correctone. Forcertain classesof circuits,’ just the knowledge
that thecircuit hassomepurposecanbe sufficient to identif~r
the,correct interpretation.

In the caseof the Schmitt trigger the analysisdiscovers
four interpretations:
[1] correct.
[2] approximately interpretation [1] but without feedback.
[3] signal’ reversing the feedback path.
14] approximately interpretation. [2] and [31.

(Interpretations [2] and [3) do not violate the maximality
condition for interpretations.,but in order to see this a detailed
examination of the assumptions~nvoivedis required;)

V
0

Figure 8

‘tc~’ ri
~J~c.t ~

- vi, ~ S

Figure 9’: VOltagesin Interpretation~4]...

Conclusions ‘

The powerof the causalreasoning(envisioning) comes
from the fact that it is complete urnrung and articulate
Envisioning’ is complete for the class of circuits QUAL
considers since it is capable of simulating every possible
behavior Therefore any behavior which the envisionment
doesnot predictas a possibilitycannothappen. Envisioningis
limiting in that it generatesonly a small numberof ambiguities.
Finally, envisioning articulatesthe sourceof theambiguitiesso
thatother knowledgecanbe used to dealwith them. In the
caseof electronicsthis otherknowledgeis teleological. Without
any oneof thesepropertiesthe calculuswould be useless.For
example, without the completenessproperty no necessary
relation exists between the envisionmentandwhat is actually
thecase. If the envisionmentdoesnot articulatethe sourceof
the ambiguities, other knowledge cannot be used to, resolve
them.

NEWTON [de Kleer 77]. a programto solve physics
problems in the roller coaster domain, is also’ based on

‘‘envisioning. The ‘envisionment for a:,roller-coaster problem
consists of a sequence of qualitatively described scenes
indicating how the roller-coaster moves along the surface.
NEWTON invokes mathematicallaws to quantitatively resolve
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the ambiguities, while QUAL resolves the ambiguities quite
differently by appealingto the teleology of the system. Both

..programS are basedon the same theory of envisioning,but
rcsolve the ambiguitiesin radically different ways. Although
‘ambiguities appearat first to be an undesirableside-effectof a
theory, of envisioning, the examples from physics and
electronics illustrate that they play an important role in
understandingcomplex systems. The assumptionsunderlying
the ambiguitiesprovide the key to reformulatingtheanalysisso
that other knowledge can be profitably employed.

In the caseof the roller coasterworld thecausalrules
are quite obviousand are determinedby the behaviorof the
roller-~coàstercart through time. However, in the caseof
electrical systemsit is very difficult to determinea time order
on the events, and the causality betweenevents is largely
‘imposed‘by theuriderstander. In thiscasethe causalrules can
only be determinedby studyingargumentsthat peopleactually
use to understandcircuit behavior. , [Rieger & Grinberg 77]

Rieger,C., and M. Grinberg, “The DeclarativeRepresentation
tcknowlcdgemcnts and Procedural Simulation of Causality in Physical
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